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Instructions

1. This paper consist of eight (8) questions with sections A, B and C.

2. Answer a total of six (6) questions choosing at least two (2) questions from each
section.

3. Credit will be awarded for brief and well arranged answers.

4. Cellular phones and any authorized materials are not allowed in Examination
rooms.

5. Write your Examination Number on every page of your answer booklet(s).

This paper consists of three printed pages
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SECTION A (20 marks)
Answer all questions in this section.

1. Figure out five (5) practical application of economic law.

2. Use five (5) points to explain why small scale firms survival along the large scale
firms.

SECTION B (40 marks)
Answer two (2) questions in this section.

3. (a) “Demand curve slope downward from the left to the right”. Justify by using
five (5) points.

(b) Given the following demand and supply equations
Qd = 36−4P and
Qs =−12+12p

(i) Calculate the equilibrium price and quantity

(ii) Calculate price elasticity of demand at the equilibrium point and comment
on your answer.

(iii) Calculate arc elasticity of demand when price fall from 5/= to 2/=

(iv) Calculate point elasticity of demand if price is 6/= and comment on your
answer.

4. (a) Examine five (5) elements showing economic instabilities in an economy.

(b) Construct the shortrun profit maximization under perfect competition market
and indicate:

(i) Closing down of the business points

(ii) Economic profit

(iii) The area of business operation

(iv) Prove that P = AR = MR.

5. (a) Analyse five (5) objectives of business firm.

(b) Given TC = 1000+200Q−9Q2 +0.25Q3

Find out:

(i) Break even point in terms of price

(ii) Break even point in terms of quantity

(iii) Shutdown price and quantity.
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SECTION C (40 marks)
Answer two (2) questions in this section.

6. Device six measures that can be taken to avoid the society to move into population
trap.

7. Discuss the cost and benefit of unemployment in a country like Tanzania. Provide
four (4) points on each.

8. Analyse causes and measures of externalities. Provide four (4) points in each.
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